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Circulating pulse cavity enhancement as a method
for extreme momentum transfer atom
interferometry
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Large-scale atom interferometers promise unrivaled strain sensitivity to mid-band gravita-

tional waves, and will probe a new parameter space in the search for ultra-light scalar dark

matter. These proposals require gradiometry with kilometer-scale baselines, a momentum

separation above 104ℏk between interferometer arms, and optical transitions to long-lived

clock states to reach the target sensitivities. Prohibitively high optical power and wavefront

flatness requirements have thus far limited the maximum achievable momentum splitting.

Here we propose a scheme for optical cavity enhanced atom interferometry, using circulating,

spatially resolved pulses, and intracavity frequency modulation to meet these requirements.

We present parameters for the realization of 20 kW circulating pulses in a 1 km inter-

ferometer enabling 104ℏk splitting on the 698 nm clock transition in 87Sr. This scheme

addresses the presently insurmountable laser power requirements and is feasible in the

context of a kilometer-scale atom interferometer facility.
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Atom interferometers are high-precision devices with a
wide range of potential applications1,2, from gravitational
measurements3,4 to inertial sensing, navigation5,6, and

metrology7–9. The measurement is inferred from the interference
pattern between two coherent paths of an atomic wave function,
which are split, reflected, and recombined through coherent
pulses of light10,11. Sensitivity is enhanced by increasing the
space-time area of the interferometers12 through large momen-
tum transfer (LMT) techniques, and by increasing the total
interrogation time. Recent proposals13–15 use atom inter-
ferometer gradiometry for gravitational wave16–21 and dark-
matter22,23 detection, as they enable exploration of currently
inaccessible frequency bands. These proposals require facility-
scale sensors with kilometer-scale baselines and momentum
separations of order 104ℏk.

Traditional atom interferometers rely on multiphoton inter-
actions: two-photon Bragg24 or Raman12 transitions, or multi-
photon Bragg25–27 transitions. Such techniques are sensitive to
differential laser phase noise, making them challenging to
implement in very large baseline systems where propagation
delay causes the laser noise to dominate the overall noise budget.
Differential single-photon interferometry benefits from greatly
reduced susceptibility to laser noise and is the most promising
technique for future large-scale interferometers28,29. Large
momentum transfer with sequential single-photon transitions has
been demonstrated in 88Sr30, achieving interferometry with a
momentum separation of 141ℏk31. Extending the technique to
104ℏk raises significant challenges. Spontaneous emission must be
minimized during the interferometry sequence, motivating the
use of transitions to long-lived excited states, such as those used
in atomic clocks32,33. The weak coupling to these long-lived
excited states requires high optical powers to match the Rabi
frequencies that can be achieved on short-lived states.

The 698 nm optical clock transition in 87Sr is a suitable candidate
for single-photon interferometry. With an excited state lifetime of
118 s (Γ= 2π ⋅ 1.35mHz), spontaneous emission is a negligible
source of decoherence34. In order to complete the 104ℏk pulse
sequence in a small fraction of the second-scale total interrogation
time, π-pulse durations in the 1− 10 μs range are needed. The Rabi
frequency for this transition is given by Ω ¼ Γ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I=2Is

p
, with

saturation intensity Is= 0.4 pW cm−2, resulting in an optical inten-
sity requirement≃ 5 kW cm−2. Geometric constraints arising from
free-space propagation over a 1 km baseline result in a minimal input
beam radius of 15mm and a prohibitively large optical power of
≃20 kW. Delivering these pulses with a uniform phase also demands
flat optical wavefronts35. These constraints have prevented momen-
tum separations of 104ℏk from being achieved thus far.

Optical cavities offer a potential solution to both of these
problems36: resonant power enhancement reduces the required input
power, and spatial filtering improves wavefront flatness. Impressive
early demonstrations of cavity-enhanced interferometry have shown
the potential of these systems37,38. However, cavity power enhance-
ment is only effective if the pulse duration exceeds the cavity lifetime.
For pulses shorter than, or comparable to the cavity lifetime the
cavity fails to reach its maximum power enhancement. The intra-
cavity field persists long after the input light is removed resulting in
significant pulse elongation. This bandwidth limit, described by
Alvarez et al.39, restricts the maximum length-finesse product that
can be achieved without significant pulse elongation. In a kilometer-
scale cavity, the bandwidth limit restricts the maximum finesse to
F ≤ 10, significantly reducing the mode filtering and power
enhancement benefits.

We present a scheme based on circulating, spatially resolved
pulses to overcome the bandwidth limit and satisfy the challen-
ging pulse requirements for 104ℏk LMT. A circulating pulse

drives a π-pulse once per round trip, removing the need to couple
a new pulse into the cavity for each beam splitter. This avoids
lifetime elongation and overcomes the bandwidth limit, drama-
tically increasing the possible cavity lengths and finesses that can
be exploited. We present parameters for a cavity and laser system
capable of 104ℏk momentum separation on the 698 nm transition
in 87Sr. Such LMT is commensurate with the sensitivity
requirements for future dark-matter and gravitational-wave
detectors, as described in15.

Results
Consider a traveling wave cavity into which we periodically
couple short, spatially resolved pulses of light. We present an
example cavity with 1 km baseline and round trip path length of
6 km (see Fig. 1). This scale is relevant in the context of recent
proposals13,15 but in principle, the scheme is applicable to any
traveling wave cavity. To align with recent proposals13,15, we
assume here that the cavity has a 1 km baseline and a round trip
path length of 6 km (see Fig. 1). We use a pulse duration τ= 6 μs,
which corresponds to a length of 1.8 km and satisfies the con-
dition for spatially resolved pulses; see Methods. Successive pulses
coupled into a single circulating mode are separated by the cavity
round-trip time (20 μs) such that they constructively interfere.
This periodic train of pulses forms a comb in the frequency
domain, but in this regard, it is identical to free-space LMT
schemes using periodic short pulses. Light is coupled in away
from atomic resonance, and shifted onto resonance using Ser-
rodyne modulation once a stationary regime has been reached
(see Fig. 2), resulting in a high-intensity pulse circulating inside
the cavity. The circulating pulse intensity is adjusted to drive a π-
pulse on the atoms loaded in the cavity, delivering a momentum
kick of ℏk on each round trip. To ensure successive momentum
contributions add constructively, we alternate the pulse direction
by populating both circulating modes of the cavity. After 100 ms,
5000 round trips have taken place and the target splitting of
104ℏk is achieved.

Fig. 1 Circulating pulse interferometry schematic. Circulating pulses
occupy each of the two running wave modes in this example cavity, 6 km
round trip with a 1 km baseline aligned with gravity. On each round trip,
additional light is coupled into the cavity to compensate for losses.
Serrodyne modulation, applied through a Pockels cell, shifts the frequency
of each pulse on each pass to compensate for Doppler shifts. The pulse
durations are maximized within the constraint that only one pulse may pass
through the atoms (blue) or Pockels cell at a time.
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In this beam splitter sequence, momentum is only imparted to
one arm of the interferometer (referred to as the fast-arm),
leaving the other (slow-arm) unaffected. Lifting the initial
degeneracy between arms requires careful treatment, outlined in
Methods.

Cavity build-up and pulse requirements. In the following ana-
lysis, we consider only one of the two running wave modes of the
cavity containing the circulating pulses, but note that the results
apply equally to both. The input intensity is fixed by the
requirement that the circulating pulse drives a π− transition on
the atoms. The response of the intracavity field to the train of
phase-coherent input pulses is obtained by solving the propaga-
tion equation where t is the transmission coefficient of the input
mirror, (1− γ) is the total round trip loss, τrt is the round-trip
duration, and i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1

p
. If we select t ¼ γ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
such that the

cavity is impedance matched, this is given by:

EcircðtÞ ¼ itEinðtÞ þ γEcircðt � τrtÞ ð1Þ
The circulating pulse amplitude increases with each successive

input pulse before reaching a stationary value where further
pulses only compensate for round-trip losses; see Fig. 2. The
stationary pulse intensity is cavity enhanced IcircðtÞ ¼ ðF=πÞI inðtÞ
where F is the finesse40. Cavity enhancement allows this scheme
to achieve π− pulses inside the cavity with reduced input laser
power. A finesse of 4000 enables 6 μsπ− pulses with an input
intensity, at the center of the beam, of only 4.4W cm−2,
compared to 5.6 kW cm−2 without cavity enhancement. This
represents a 1000-fold reduction in required laser power, putting
it within reach of existing laser technology; see Methods.

The total power required depends on the radius of the laser
beams, with lower bounds of both atomic and optical origin.
High-fidelity pulses can only be achieved if the intensity profile
does not vary across the atomic cloud. A beam to cloud diameter
ratio of 20 ensures the impact of residual intensity variations on
fidelity loss is less than 0.1%. For a typical cloud radius of 200 μm,
a 1/e2 beam radius of 4 mm is sufficient, requiring a total input

power of 1.1W41,42. However, divergence of the Gaussian beam
over the 1 km arm length is a more stringent constraint. The
minimum beam radius at 500 m from the waist, w= 15 mm, is
produced with a beam waist w0= 10.5 mm. With the circulating
intensity, mode radius, and power enhancement previously
defined, the minimum required input laser power is 16W. Since
the beam radius, and therefore intensity, varies with position
along the optic axis, longer atomic freefall times may necessitate
increased beam diameters to achieve required axial intensity
homogeneity.

The required input optical power decreases linearly with finesse
and quadratically with pulse duration. The need to avoid pulse
overlap at the atoms constrains the maximum pulse duration; see
Methods. Figure 3 shows the minimum optical input power
required as a function of round-trip path length, for cavities with
a baseline of 1 km and differing values of finesse. The clear
reduction in input power motivates the use of large high-finesse
cavities. The increase in the time taken to reach the stationary
regime (linear in both length and finesse) is not a limiting factor
in the proposed scheme.

Interferometer sequence. Pulses of light are coupled into the
cavity far-detuned from atomic resonance, avoiding unintentional
interactions during the build-up phase. Once the target amplitude
has been reached (white areas in Fig. 2), intracavity serrodyne
modulation is used to shift the circulating pulse onto atomic
resonance. Serrodyne modulation is generated by applying a
linear ramp to an intracavity Pockels cell. High modulation
efficiencies and low losses are essential to reaching the required
pulse amplitude; some experimental steps toward realizing this
are discussed in the Methods.

At t= 15 ms the circulating amplitude has reached that of a π/
2-pulse and one of the pulses is shifted onto resonance for a single
round trip, see white vertical line on Fig. 2. This delivers a π/2-
pulse and is followed by a further serrodyne shift to move the
pulse away from resonance whilst the amplitude is increased
further.
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Fig. 2 Cavity build up. Cavity response to a periodic train of spatially resolved coherent square pulses as a function of time. The input intensity Iin is plotted
in red and the intracavity intensity Icirc in blue. The main plot shows the intensity maxima of the input and circulating pulses. The inset shows the full time-
dependence for the first 15 input pulses. The system parameters match those described in the text, L= 6 km, F ¼ 4000, τ= 6 μs. The intracavity intensity
increases as input pulses coherently add, before saturating at its stationary cavity-enhanced value, which is exactly that of a π-pulse. Grey-shaded areas
indicate when the light is off-resonance with the atomic transition. It is shifted on-resonance for one round trip at t= 15 ms to drive the initial π/2-pulse,
and again after 120ms to perform the large momentum transfer sequence.
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We propose two techniques to lift the initial arm degeneracy:
imparting momentum to the slow-arm of the interferometer with
the 689 nm transition, and bichromatic beam splitter pulses to
track the recoil of both arms.

At t= 120 ms, the circulating intensity has reached the value
required for a π-pulse and the initial degeneracy has been lifted.
Intracavity serrodyne modulation is used to shift both circulating
pulses onto resonance with the fast-arm of the interferometer. On
each round trip they deliver a pair of sequential counter-
propagating π-pulses, imparting 2ℏk of momentum. Recoil shifts
and gravitationally induced Doppler shifts are compensated every
round trip with further serrodyne modulation. After 5 × 103

round trips, a momentum separation of 104ℏk between the
interferometer arms has been achieved. The circulating pulses are
either dumped from the cavity or serrodyne shifted back away
from resonance in preparation for the next beam splitter.
Similarly constructed beam splitter sequences are used to
recombine and close the interferometer. The total interferometer
sequence duration is less than 1 s, a duration over which
spontaneous emission losses remain negligible.

Doppler shift and phase compensation. In addition to its pri-
mary role of shifting pulses on and off the atomic resonance,
serrodyne modulation is used to compensate for Doppler shifts in
the sequence. Figure 4 shows the fast-arm recoiling upwards on
each successive beam splitter pulse. The Doppler effect will cause
the downward-going pulse to appear blueshifted, whilst the
upward-going pulse appears redshifted. We compensate for this
by applying negative serrodyne shifts to the downward-going
pulse and positive shifts to the upward-going pulse. The shifts
must be applied to the two pulses separately, requiring them to
pass through the Pockels cell at different times.

Serrodyne modulation changes the phase relationship between
the circulating and input light. To ensure constructive inter-
ference continues, it is vital that the circulating and input pulses
remain in phase. Phase compensation can be achieved through
active control of the input light or additional voltages on the
Pockels cell; see Methods.

Large momentum transfer fidelity. Reaching a momentum
transfer of 104ℏk requires 104 beamsplitter pulses, which must be
of high-fidelity to maintain contrast through the interferometer.
There are several factors limiting the fidelity of an atom-optic
pulse: the thermal velocity spread of the cloud (which results in a
dispersion in the Doppler shifts), the spatial variations of the
beam intensity at the scale of the cloud, and the spontaneous
emission losses. These constraints apply to any scheme requiring
high-fidelity LMT with or without cavity enhancement. Using the
parameters presented thus far, we find that we can maintain
sequence fidelity at 104ℏk. The fidelity improves with increased
beam-to-cloud diameter ratio, with a strong dependence up to a
ratio of 20. At this ratio, the intensity is approximately constant at
the scale of the cloud and further increasing the beam diameter
results in only a minor improvement in fidelity. The fidelity also
improves for reduced atom cloud temperature, and in our scheme
temperature is the limiting parameter. This arises from the
Doppler shift dispersion inside the cloud, and not from the spatial
expansion of the cloud during its propagation, which remains
negligible. For a cloud radius of 200 μm (beam-to-cloud ratio of
75), the sequence fidelity is plotted for various cloud tempera-
tures, see Fig. 5. We observe that to achieve sufficient contrast at
the output of the interferometer, a temperature of a few nano-
kelvin is required for 104ℏk LMT43. This is aligned with the
objectives stated in ref. 15 for dark-matter and gravitational-wave
detectors (see especially sensitivity plots therein for a comparison
between the existing and future facilities performance).

Discussion
We have presented a scheme for cavity-enhanced atom inter-
ferometry to enable extremely large momentum transfer beam
splitters in large-scale atom interferometers. Intracavity serrodyne
modulation allows circulating, spatially resolved pulses to be recycled,
overcoming cavity lifetime elongation and the pulse bandwidth limit.
Serrodyne modulation is used to shift the pulse on and off-resonance,
and compensate for photon recoils and gravitational Doppler shifts.

We analyze the case of a kilometer-scale atom interferometer
for gravitational wave detection, and find that a cavity with 6 km
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round trip path length and a finesse of F ¼ 4000 generates a
circulating pulse intensity of 5.6 kW cm−2 with only 4.4W cm−2

at the input. When applied to the 87Sr 698 nm clock transition
this enables 6 μsπ-pulses in a mode of 1.5 cm radius with an input
laser power of only 16W. The overall sequence fidelity is found to
be limited by the temperature of the atomic cloud. A beam
splitter with 104ℏk momentum separation between the arms and
combined fidelity > 0.25 requires a vertical velocity spread of

1.2 mm/s, corresponding to a temperature selectivity of 5 nK.
Further reductions in cloud temperature increase fidelity and
hence the maximum total momentum separation. This is the first
practical, albeit challenging, approach to the generation of short,
high-fidelity pulses on such optical transitions. Practical imple-
mentation of the scheme at scale, and addressing several of the
challenges, would require a long term development programme
and facility approach.

Fig. 4 Space-time diagram for large momentum transfer atom interferometry. An initial 698 nm (red, wavy) π/2-pulse transfers the atoms into a
superposition between the ground state, slow-arm (blue), and the excited state, fast-arm (red). Sequential counterpropagating π-pulses on the 689 nm
transition (pink, wavy) deliver 100ℏk of momentum to the slow-arm only. With the frequency degeneracy lifted, the main large momentum transfer
sequence begins at 120 ms, delivering 104ℏk of momentum to the fast-arm through counterpropagating π-pulses on the 698 nm transition.
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intensity adjustments55,56.
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However, circulating pulse interferometry could also be tested
on a 10 m atom interferometer operating on the 689 nm 1S0− 3P1
transition in 87Sr. The higher Rabi frequency enables shorter
pulses and a correspondingly smaller cavity. Whilst spontaneous
emission will limit the performance on this transition below the
target of 104ℏk momentum separation, this will still provide a
useful performance enhancement to these lab-scale systems, and
serve to validate the scheme.

Furthermore, a more detailed treatment is required to fully
assess the scheme and systematic effects that are introduced or
mitigated. An example is effects due to the light field accumulated
during the cavity build-up time, which gives rise to light shifts
and an effective radial trapping. For instance, with the parameters
used in the example case here, this gives rise to a 328 kHz shift for
the ground state, before taking into account reductions due to the
circulating nature of the pulse. Such shifts can be mitigated
through use of gradiometry, yet a residual difference of 6.5 kHz
light shift remains due to the cavity geometry and the positioning
and length of each interferometer, with this being relevant both
between interferometers and interferometer arms. This could be
mitigated through the design of the cavity geometry and circu-
lating pulse parameters, as well as the choice of atom and atom
interferometry scheme and baseline. Such aspects are under
investigation in a follow-on study.

By overcoming the bandwidth limit we have enabled optical
cavity enhancement of the largest proposed atom interferometers.
Circulating pulse cavity-enhanced atom interferometry offers a
step change in large momentum transfer atom interferometry.
With a 1000-fold increase in optical intensity, it enables large-
scale atom interferometers for gravitational wave detection and
new tests of fundamental physics.

Methods
Initial arm degeneracy. Our scheme relies on velocity selective pulses such that
only one arm of the interferometer is addressed, leaving the other unaffected.
However, the large Rabi frequency (≃80 kHz) and small initial frequency separa-
tion from the first π/2-pulse (9.4 kHz) results in the two arms being initially
degenerate. The two arms cannot be discriminated in frequency with high-fidelity
until the frequency separation exceeds the pulse bandwidth. Since one recoil of ℏk
produces a Doppler shift of ℏk2/m= 2π ⋅ 9.4 kHz, ≃10− 100 beam splitters are
required to lift this degeneracy.

One method to open the interferometer is to create the initial momentum
separation with π-pulses on the 1S0− 3P1 689 nm transition. The initial π/2-pulse
on 698 nm splits the atoms into a superposition of the long-lived excited state and
the ground state, referred to as the fast and slow-arm respectively. We apply one
hundred sequentially counterpropagating π-pulses on the 689 nm transition,
imparting 100ℏk of momentum to the slow-arm on the interferometer whilst
leaving the fast-arm in the excited state unaffected. The resulting Doppler shift is
100ℏk2/m≃ 2π ⋅ 1MHz, greatly exceeding the Rabi frequency of the clock pulses,
ensuring that the fast-arm of the interferometer can be uniquely addressed.

The 689 nm transition allows for much higher Rabi frequencies ~100 MHz,
enabling 10 ns π-pulses without cavity enhancement. The 100 pulse sequence is
completed within 5.3 μs: 3.3 μs for the pulses to propagate 1 km between the clouds
and≃2 μs for 100 pulses. The pulse bandwidth is large compared to the total
Doppler shift so we achieve high-fidelity beam splitters without Doppler
compensation31. The 3P1 state has a lifetime of 21.6 μs requiring a rapid pulse
sequence ending in the ground state to minimise losses due to spontaneous
emission. This beam splitter sequence can be accommodated within the general
scheme depicted on Fig. 2 and performed during the cavity build-up time, when
the 698 nm pulses are far-detuned from atomic resonance. This sequence must be
implemented without cavity enhancement to avoid residual 689 nm light driving
parasitic transitions from the interferometer. Two lasers located at either end of the
interferometry region drive the pulse sequence whilst minimising the duration
spent in the relatively short-lived 5s5p3P1 state. This requires cavity mirrors be
highly transmissive at 689 nm while being highly reflective at 698 nm; this could be
implemented with orthogonal polarizations for the two wavelengths.

An alternative approach circumvents the issue of arm degeneracy, using only
the 698 nm clock transition, by utilizing two polarization modes in each pulse.
These polarization modes are oriented orthogonally and co-planar with the plane
of the cavity, such that these polarisations are maintained following reflection. The
two polarization modes are independently serrodyne shifted to track the Doppler
shifts experienced in both arms of the interferometer, redshifting one polarization
whilst blueshifting the other. As both interferometer arms are now recoiling, the
total number of beam splitter pulses required to achieve a given momentum
separation is halved. This scheme requires two Pockels cells to apply a phase shift
to one of the two polarizations whilst leaving the other unchanged. Cells based on
�42m class crystals have this property if the r63 coefficient is employed in a
transverse configuration44. This geometry results in a residual birefringence from
each crystal, which we compensate by arranging the two crystals orthogonally.
Phase compensation can be achieved with the same methods discussed in the
results, but must now be applied to both polarizations simultaneously.

This dual-polarization, dual-frequency scheme requires careful control of the light
intensities on a pulse-by-pulse basis to ensure this bichromatic light field delivers
high-fidelity π-pulses to both arms on each round trip. The details of the specific
powers and frequencies required to achieve this are beyond the scope of this paper.

Maximum pulse duration. The scaling of input power with pulse duration
motivates the use of the longest pulses possible. However, the interferometry
scheme described in this work requires successive pulses to alternate in direction
and to be temporally distinct when they pass through the atoms and the Pockels
cell. This constrains the maximum pulse duration.

We define an exclusive length Lex as the region within the cavity where the
pulses must not overlap. Two pulses, of equal limiting duration τmax, propagating
in opposite directions, will fully overlap when one pulse leaves the exclusive length
and the other is about to enter. This condition is repeated on both sides of the
exclusive length. Symmetry considerations show that there is an equal exclusive
length on the opposite side of the cavity. Figure 6 illustrates the locations of the
pulses and exclusive length in a generalized ring cavity. Summing the exclusive
length and pulse length the condition becomes clear:

τmax ¼
1
2c

LRT � 2Lex
� � ð2Þ

For pulses with τ ≤ τmax and correct input timings, singular occupation of the
exclusive lengths will be achieved. Pulse durations approaching τmax reduce
performance requirements for the cavity and input lasers. The cavity presented in
this paper has LRT= 6 km and Lex= 1 km yielding τmax ¼ 6:66 μs, just exceeding
the selected pulse duration of τ= 6 μs.

Fig. 6 Circulating pulse duration limits. This figure shows two counterpropagating pulses of maximal duration τmax circulating in a cavity with round trip
path length LRT represented by the circumference of the circle. In the first frame pulse-2 has just left the exclusive length (Lex) and pulse-1 is about to enter
it. The condition for singular occupation of the exclusive length is clear from the first and third frames LRT=2 ¼ Lex þ c τmax where c is the speed of light.
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Control of frequency and phase. Frequency and phase shifts arise during the
sequence that require active control. There are two sources of frequency shift both
caused by the Doppler effect: photon recoil and gravitational acceleration. Recoil shifts
are caused by the absorption or emission of a photon, and affect the fast-arm of the
interferometer during the main LMT sequence. Each recoil event causes a change in
the velocity of the atoms, leading to a Doppler shift of ℏk2/m= 2π ⋅ 9.4 kHz per recoil.
Gravity accelerates both arms of the interferometer downwards and causes an
additional Doppler shift of 14 MHz/s, or 281 Hz per round trip. We track these shifts
by applying serrodyne modulation to each of the two circulating pulses. When a pulse
travels through the Pockels cell a serrodyne shift is applied. High-efficiency mod-
ulation is achieved by applying a single, linear ramp for the duration of the pulse45.
This avoids the bandwidth limitations encountered with sawtooth waveforms. This is
a χ(2) effect, so the phase shift ϕ, is proportional to applied voltage:

ϕ ¼ π
VðtÞ
Vπ

¼ π
V0 þ kt
Vπ

¼ ϕ0 þ
πkt
Vπ

ð3Þ

Frequency is defined as dϕ/dt so a linear phase chirp produces a frequency shift.
By adjusting the value of k the frequency can be shifted by up to 1/τ Hz for a
standard length Pockels cell, (ramping from ϕ=−π→ π over the pulse duration
τ). For τ= 6 μs this gives a single pass frequency shift of up to 160 kHz, which is
significantly larger than the 9.4 kHz frequency shifts induced by recoil and
gravitational Doppler shifts every round trip. This voltage range and repetition rate
are comparable to those encountered in q-switched lasers, and the required voltage
ramp rate is orders of magnitude slower46. If larger shifts are needed for the initial
frequency steps on and off-resonance the modulation bandwidth can be increased
up to N/τ Hz with an extended length Nπ-Pockels cell without increasing the
voltage requirements. The performance of this scheme is limited by the modulation
efficiency and any losses associated with the modulator itself. Both circulating
modes use the same polarization of light, so reflection losses can be reduced by
using a Pockels cell with Brewster’s angle cut crystal facets47.

Phase compensation can be achieved in two ways. DC voltages can be applied to
the intracavity Pockels cell to ensure that the phase on the input mirrors is constant
for every pulse in both circulating modes. The voltages required will differ every
round trip, and be different for each circulating mode. Longer Pockels cells will
increase flexibility to introduce a phase shift whilst leaving enough headroom for
modulation. A simpler approach experimentally, is to adjust the phase of the input
pulses on each round trip to match that of the circulating field. A Pockels cell or
acousto-optic modulator on each of the input beams could achieve this in an agile
and controllable way. Regardless of which phase compensation technique is
adopted, the frequency of the input beams must also be tuned to track the
circulating fields.

Cavity Stabilisation. Unlike cavities in which light fully occupies the mode, the
circulating pulse scheme does not require the length of the cavity to be stabilised to
a small fraction of a wavelength. Instead the input pulse must simply be in phase
with the circulating pulse. A high bandwidth feedback loop stabilises the input light
to the circulating pulse on a pulse by pulse basis48. The phase of the circulating
pulse can be measured in advance of the input pulse coupling by sampling a small
amount of light through a second mirrors 2 km of travel time in advance of the
main input. This allows additional time for the input phase to be adjusted reducing
bandwidth requirements on the feedback loop. High passive stability of the cavity
or an independent cavity length stabilisation system, using a second wavelength
CW, would both simplify the agile phase control stabilisation requirements. The
phase stabilisation system for this scheme is a unique technical challenge and will
require detailed study in the construction of this instrument.

Optical damage. The optical intensity required in our scheme is 5.6 kW cm−2 at
near continuous wave duty cycle. This is within the damage thresholds measured in
a BBO Pockels cell (beta barium borate) at 1064 nm over 20 years ago49. Whilst
this is not directly applicable to performance at 698 nm it suggests that these
intensity levels are feasible.

Frequency shifting. Pockels cells are commonly used for q-switch applications
with 1 ns switching times commonly reported. In very large crystals this may
increase to 10 ns. The linear ramp proposed for serrodyne modulation spans the
same voltage range as a q-switch in 6 μs. Generating a linear high voltage ramp on
this timescale remains challenging but compared to the rise time requirements in a
q-switch is feasible.

Crystal aperture. A large crystal diameter is required to accommodate the mode
without introducing significant aperture losses. Normalised power transmission
through a circular aperture is given by 1� expð�2a2=w2Þ where a is the radius of
the aperture and w is the Gaussian beam radius40. Transmission losses below 10−4

require a > 2.15w, which for our system parameters require a Pockels cell diameter
of 64 mm. This is a large Pockels cell but cells of this size are commercially
available. A secondary issue arising from finite input aperture is diffraction which
will cause wavefront aberrations, again constraining the minimum Pockels cell

aperture size. These diffraction effects should be evaluated for the aperture shape
under consideration, including any possible mitigating actions such as apodization.

Loss. Pockels cells are available commercially with a single pass insertion loss
below 1.5%. Some of this loss is caused by windows for hermetic sealing which in a
vacuum chamber are unnecessary. Without considering possible improvements, an
impedance matched round trip cavity loss of 3% limits the finesse to 200 and the
power enhancement to 70 times. This still represents a significant increase in
available optical power compared to the free-space case. Whilst this enhancement
is a factor of 20 smaller than the parameters described in the main text, by
increasing the input power to 320 W, interferometry performance can be main-
tained. Whilst this is a significant laser power it is within an order of magnitude of
high power lasers already used in atom interferometry50 and 60 times less than the
20 kW required without cavity enhancement. Thermal dissipation in the crystal
will be significant even for a highly transmissive crystal, and the management of the
thermal loads of the crystal requires further investigation. A full-scale experiment
will be a facility-scale undertaking, justifying developments in both Pockels cells
and lasers to meet the performance requirements.

Cavity geometry. Mirror curvatures or a detailed cavity geometry are not pre-
sented here, as a fully optimised geometry will need to model the optimum mode
radius at the centre of the Pockels cell considering clear aperture, loss, and damage
threshold alongside analysis of round trip Gouy phase to optimise the spatial
mode spectrum40,51. An infinite number of solutions exist by varying the curva-
tures of each pair of mirrors and spacing between these. By way of example
consider a highly symmetric case where the mode radii at the centres of inter-
ferometry and Pockels cell arms are equal. This can be implemented with four
identical curved mirrors in the four corners and two planar mirrors in between
these. By varying the radii of curvature of these four mirrors between 2 km and 5
km the round trip Gouy phase can be tuned over the full range, allowing opti-
mised higher-order spatial mode control. Tuning mirror curvature in this way also
changes the mode radii but adjusting mirror pairs independently allows this to be
prevented.

Laser system. This scheme places demanding constraints on the input lasers,
requiring narrow linewidth, rapid tunability, and high output power. It will require
at least two separate lasers to inject light into both circulating modes of the cavity.
The coherence length of the lasers must exceed the average distance traveled by a
photon within the cavity. This ensures that successive input pulses continue to
constructively interfere with the intracavity circulating pulse. With a cavity photon
lifetime of tc ¼ LF=πc ’ 30ms, a laser linewidth of ~1 Hz will ensure the limit is
comfortably met. The optical paths on the input to the cavity must also be phase
stable at ~1 Hz level. These performance levels are demanding, but regularly
achieved in optical clock lasers operating on the 698 nm transition52,53.

Clock lasers do not typically produce the output powers required for this
scheme, so we propose the use of a clock laser as the master to injection-lock a high
power slave54. Commercially available high power Ti:sapphire lasers generate
≥ 5 W, so the required output of 16 W would require the coherent combination of
four of these. The pulsed nature of the output may allow the use of a single
Q-switched slave laser, reducing the system complexity. Injection locking also
simplifies frequency and phase compensation which may be accomplished by
appropriate modulation of the master laser, prior to injection seeding. This retains
the stability properties of the master laser and allows modulation to occur at low
power levels.
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